Introducing Sports Acrobatics at
Turning Pointe Academy
Of Dance with
Jennifer Huffman Olivas!!


Does your Child like to flip, Jump, balance and dance around the
house?

Sports Acrobatics may be right up their alley!!
Ages 8 and up may participate
Sports Acrobatics is a beautiful, dynamic and spectacular sport for both boys and girls. The sport develops
courage, strength, stamina, coordination, flexibility, jumping abilities, etc. Sports Acrobatics unites its
power and poise, with grace and beauty to create an intriguing sport. Acrobats in groups of two, three and
four perform routines with the heads, hands and feet of their partners.

Are you looking for a dynamic and spirited sport that builds
confidence and Camaraderie amongst participants?
Sports Acrobatics is the perfect sport to teach your child balance and coordination as well as sharing in the
benefits of working within a team environment.
Although Sports Acrobatics is the official name of the sport, it is often referred to as acrobatics, Acro sports
or simply sports Acro.

A little about JENNIFER HUFFMAN OLIVAS
Jennifer is from Festus, Missouri. Growing up, she spent most of her time upside down, dancing and flying through the air as
she traveled and competed in dance and sports acrobatics. . Jennifer holds a gold medal from the 1999 Sports Acrobatics
National Championship Competition and is a two time silver medalist at other Sports Acrobatic National Championships.
Teaching credits include: 13 years experience teaching dance and acrobatics around the world, including Academy of Dance in
Fürth, Germany, Canisius College in Buffalo, NY, and currently at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. Jennifer has joined
her husband, Omar Olivas in choreographing works at Orange County High School of the Arts, Bringham Young University,
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, Webster University, University at Buffalo, and Leverage Dance Company. Jennifer
graduated from Webster University with a BFA in Dance. Her professional dance credits include: David Dorfman’s Dance Out
of Seasons, Les Grands Ballet Canadiens de Montreal’s The Nutcracker, The Slaughter Project, Paul Taylor 2 in Esplanade,
Move, Inaside Chicago Dance, Neglia Ballet’s Nutcracker, MusicalFare’s American Rhapsody, she was a founding company
member of Lehrerdance and toured nationally for three years. Continuing her travels, Jennifer then joined Diavolo Dance
Theater in the winter of 2010. She has toured all over the world and continues to join the company as an understudy.

